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and since it is free, i expect someone to not only get me some more chirp (and to use it to its fullest potential), but also to help me make the chirp program as useful as possible. not only
do i like to help others, i enjoy teaching others (and teaching them to teach others, and on and on). while i applaud the developers for giving away their wares, i do not think that asking

for donations is a wise business model. if i am going to pay money to use this software, i would expect the best of the best to be free. the cost of the rt software is too high for most
people. when i got the ic-2200h, i tried it with the rt software and had a few problems getting it to work with the radio. however, once i got everything to work, i found it to be a great

solution. i have used chirp. i have never used rt systems so i can not comment on that. i have read many comments here that have mentioned driver issues and wasting time trying to get
chirp to work. this is not my experience. my experience is including the first time, run chirp, plug in programming cable, download from radio, make changes, upload to radio, all without

errors or problems. i am not saying chirp is better, because i have only used chirp so i have any experience with other programming software to compare, i am saying that in my
experience chirp work well so i see no point in paying money for software that would for me be harder to run. i use chirp. i have never used rt systems so i can not comment on that. i

have read many comments here that have mentioned driver issues and wasting time trying to get chirp to work. this is not my experience. my experience is including the first time, run
chirp, plug in programming cable, download from radio, make changes, upload to radio, all without errors or problems. i am not saying chirp is better, because i have only used chirp so i
have any experience with other programming software to compare, i am saying that in my experience chirp work well so i see no point in paying money for software that would for me be

harder to run.
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